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DepartmentDepartmentDepartment

InstituteInstituteInstitute

VISION

VISION

Mission
To impart quality engineering education for holistic development.To impart quality engineering education for holistic development.To impart quality engineering education for holistic development.
To promote innovation technology enable teaching and learning process.To promote innovation technology enable teaching and learning process.To promote innovation technology enable teaching and learning process.
To provide conducive environment for joyful learning, innovation & research.To provide conducive environment for joyful learning, innovation & research.To provide conducive environment for joyful learning, innovation & research.
To nurture socially responsible engineers, entrepreneurs & leaders.To nurture socially responsible engineers, entrepreneurs & leaders.To nurture socially responsible engineers, entrepreneurs & leaders.
To enhance employability skills to meet changing industrial trends.To enhance employability skills to meet changing industrial trends.To enhance employability skills to meet changing industrial trends.

Excellence in Engineering Education & Creating Next-GenExcellence in Engineering Education & Creating Next-GenExcellence in Engineering Education & Creating Next-Gen
Leaders/Managers in the Service of Society.Leaders/Managers in the Service of Society.Leaders/Managers in the Service of Society.

To be a department committed to develop capable and efficient Computer EngineeringTo be a department committed to develop capable and efficient Computer EngineeringTo be a department committed to develop capable and efficient Computer Engineering
graduates with an aptitude for research and leadership qualities.graduates with an aptitude for research and leadership qualities.graduates with an aptitude for research and leadership qualities.

Mission
To inculcate a habit of lifelong learning to become globally competent ComputerTo inculcate a habit of lifelong learning to become globally competent ComputerTo inculcate a habit of lifelong learning to become globally competent Computer
Engineering graduates.Engineering graduates.Engineering graduates.
To promote excellence by encouraging creativity, critical thinking, and discipline.To promote excellence by encouraging creativity, critical thinking, and discipline.To promote excellence by encouraging creativity, critical thinking, and discipline.
To establish relationships with other institutes as well as industries to haveTo establish relationships with other institutes as well as industries to haveTo establish relationships with other institutes as well as industries to have
collaborative learning.collaborative learning.collaborative learning.

Program specific outcomes Program Educational Objectives
An ability to apply concepts of engineering mathematics,An ability to apply concepts of engineering mathematics,An ability to apply concepts of engineering mathematics,
discrete mathematics, data structures, algorithmicdiscrete mathematics, data structures, algorithmicdiscrete mathematics, data structures, algorithmic
principles, object-oriented programming concepts, andprinciples, object-oriented programming concepts, andprinciples, object-oriented programming concepts, and
theoretical computer science in the modelling and designtheoretical computer science in the modelling and designtheoretical computer science in the modelling and design
of computer-based systems.of computer-based systems.of computer-based systems.
To apply a research-based approach using innovative toolsTo apply a research-based approach using innovative toolsTo apply a research-based approach using innovative tools
and techniques in the field of networking, operatingand techniques in the field of networking, operatingand techniques in the field of networking, operating
systems, artificial intelligence security techniques, andsystems, artificial intelligence security techniques, andsystems, artificial intelligence security techniques, and
database management and mining techniques to deliverdatabase management and mining techniques to deliverdatabase management and mining techniques to deliver
quality results and valid conclusions.quality results and valid conclusions.quality results and valid conclusions.
Ability to secure employment or be an entrepreneur andAbility to secure employment or be an entrepreneur andAbility to secure employment or be an entrepreneur and
apply the knowledge and understanding of engineeringapply the knowledge and understanding of engineeringapply the knowledge and understanding of engineering
principles while portraying competencies like teamwork,principles while portraying competencies like teamwork,principles while portraying competencies like teamwork,
effective verbal and written communication skills, and aeffective verbal and written communication skills, and aeffective verbal and written communication skills, and a
zeal for lifelong learning with an ethical responsibility.zeal for lifelong learning with an ethical responsibility.zeal for lifelong learning with an ethical responsibility.

To attain knowledge, skills, andTo attain knowledge, skills, andTo attain knowledge, skills, and
competencies for futuristic needscompetencies for futuristic needscompetencies for futuristic needs
required at national and internationalrequired at national and internationalrequired at national and international
levels with ethical standards.levels with ethical standards.levels with ethical standards.
To contribute to the development ofTo contribute to the development ofTo contribute to the development of
computer engineering through research.computer engineering through research.computer engineering through research.
To display personal growth by pursuingTo display personal growth by pursuingTo display personal growth by pursuing
higher studies, professional developmenthigher studies, professional developmenthigher studies, professional development
courses, and/or engineering certification.courses, and/or engineering certification.courses, and/or engineering certification.
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The department was established in 2008 with an intake of 60, and
 subsequently, it was increased to 120 in 2010. It is one of the leading departments on campus.

The department strives its best to provide high-quality education to students so
 that students – when graduated-can compete globally meeting industry expectations and standards, possess the

vision to become a successful entrepreneur, or take research as a profession.
 All these three potentials are aligned with the department's vision and mission, and if need be, they are appropriately
revised in Departmental Advisory Board (DAB) meetings so that the department remains at par with contemporary

technological trends. Moreover, this year we have started with AI/ML Dept.
 Our Department adopts various teaching - learning methods such as flipped classroom, blended learning, amongst

others so that students can have an excellent learning experience. The department has 8 well-equipped laboratories
such as programming lab, networking lab, cloud computing lab, security lab, software engineering lab, DBMS lab,

amongst others, with licensed software and internet connectivity that helps students in performing their
experiments/assignments/project work/research efficiently. The department has active institute-level student

chapters, i.e., Computer Society of India (CSI) , Indian Society for Technical Education (ISTE)  & also departmental level
Sophisticated and Perpetual Coders Association (SPCA) that organize several workshops and hands-on sessions by
industry experts for the benefit and knowledge upgradation of students. The department promotes collaborative

learning that helps students to learn from their peers. The department has endeavored to provide consistent results
academically and has been successful too. The placement records of the department are phenomenal.

 On the whole, the department offers an all-round knowledge 
and brings holistic growth for students.



Chairman
Mr. Albert W. D'Souza 
Aldel Education Trust (AET)

The newsletter is a communication medium for all
students, staff, parents and friends to know the
recent activities and developments that are taking
place at department level. I congratulate the HOD,
staff, students and the editorial team for coming up
with this new issue of newsletter for department. At
St. John, we remain committed to give very best to
the students under our assistance. I want to extend
my heartfelt gratitude to all the parents, students,
stakeholders who have put their trust in us and
been a part of this wonderful journey of St. John
Technical Campus. Let's come together to work
with vision of Trust "Excellence in Serving to
Educate and Educating to Serve".

 I AM HAPPY TO SEE THE
FOURTH EDITION OF
NEWSLETTER OF COMPUTER
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
UNDER ENGINEERING
SECTION OF ST. JOHN
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
AND MANAGEMENT,
PALGHAR.

Member
Mr. Aldridge D'Souza 
Aldel Education Trust (AET)

Principal
Dr. G. V. Mulgund

Aldel Education Trust (AET)

The department also skillfully conducts workshops, expert
lectures, and seminars in general and technical areas for
continuous improvements of students and faculty members. The
newsletter mainly focuses on the achievements of the students
and faculty members in curricular, co-curricular and extra-
curricular activities. Besides, it highlights on the activities
conducted on recent trends in the area of Computer
Engineering.  The last but not the least, I congratulate all my
team members for their constant efforts in launching the
newsletter.

The year began on a note of hope and fulfilment with the
celebration of sports week, annual social gathering, and
sci ence fest. We celebrated the institute's technical
event, i.e., Megaleio, and the second-ever 24-hour
hackathon (i.e., MegaHack 2.0) with a grand success.
We celebrated the 75th Independence Day (Azadi Ka
Amrit Mahotsav) with all grandeur and responsibility.
Furthermore, in academics and research, various
departments organized expert lectures, published
research papers, and several faculty members were
invited as experts/resource persons. The progress of St.
John College of Engineering and Management's STEP
activity cell was rewarding in itself and provided the
right amount of encouragement to do better. The first
three months were eventful in all senses as we
witnessed many fests and equally overwhelming
responses. Our students did well in hackathons (SIH
2022) and other technical as well non-technical events
oganised at various places.

In February 2022, St. John Campus started its teaching-
learning process in offline mode. However, due to the
ongoing concern of the pandemic, many academic
activities as well as student activities were carried out in
hybrid mode. With the use of ICT, several workshops,
seminars, STTPs, FDPs, PTIs, MegaHack 2.0, PRUSTUT
and IC-TEAM 2022 took place in hybrid or virtual mode,
which observed maximum participation from outsiders
(i.e., students & staff from other colleges/institutions). It
was observed that many students took advantage of
hybrid mode and did several certification courses from
various MOOC platforms. Moreover, the department
obtained a major feat of winning the first position in SIH
2022. May you all have a flashback of the beautiful
memories that are included in COT. Happy Reading!!!
  

Kudos and Congratulations to everyone. I am sure
that we all will come through this together with a
lot of new lessons learnt. I hope we work with
more energy and channelize efforts during this
time and round the year to create a better year for
us as well as for students.

Dear students and faculty members,

I am very pleased to see the fourth
edition of the newsletter of the
Computer Engineering Department.
The newsletter contains all the
information related to students
activities, achievements, faculty
achievements, workshops and
other activities conducted at the
departmental level. Indeed, it is a
canvas that has taken its forum
through the contribution of all the
concerned in the department. I
would like to congratulate the Head
of the Department, faculty
members and the students of
SJCEM.
I wish many more activities, academic pursuits, and
achievements coming across our path as we journey together to
conquer the milestone with St. John Technical Campus, Palghar.
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Dear Readers,Dear Readers,Dear Readers,
With great joy, we present to you the much-awaited 4th volume of Chronicles of Techies (COT) for A.Y. 2021-22. COT comprehendsWith great joy, we present to you the much-awaited 4th volume of Chronicles of Techies (COT) for A.Y. 2021-22. COT comprehendsWith great joy, we present to you the much-awaited 4th volume of Chronicles of Techies (COT) for A.Y. 2021-22. COT comprehends
several enthralling articles and some proud and joyful moments, which we feel you all will love to read. It consists of a crisp outlineseveral enthralling articles and some proud and joyful moments, which we feel you all will love to read. It consists of a crisp outlineseveral enthralling articles and some proud and joyful moments, which we feel you all will love to read. It consists of a crisp outline
of the department, followed by the Vision, Mission, PSOs and PEOs, and the photograph of the strong pillars of our department, i.e.,of the department, followed by the Vision, Mission, PSOs and PEOs, and the photograph of the strong pillars of our department, i.e.,of the department, followed by the Vision, Mission, PSOs and PEOs, and the photograph of the strong pillars of our department, i.e.,
our dear faculty members.our dear faculty members.our dear faculty members.
COT includes the message of the visionary of this institute and the Chairman of Aldel Education Trust, i.e., Mr. Albert W. D’Souza Sir.COT includes the message of the visionary of this institute and the Chairman of Aldel Education Trust, i.e., Mr. Albert W. D’Souza Sir.COT includes the message of the visionary of this institute and the Chairman of Aldel Education Trust, i.e., Mr. Albert W. D’Souza Sir.
It also covers the messages of Mr. Aldridge D’Souza Sir, Member, Aldel Education Trust, Dr. G.V. Mulgund, Principal SJCEM, and Dr.It also covers the messages of Mr. Aldridge D’Souza Sir, Member, Aldel Education Trust, Dr. G.V. Mulgund, Principal SJCEM, and Dr.It also covers the messages of Mr. Aldridge D’Souza Sir, Member, Aldel Education Trust, Dr. G.V. Mulgund, Principal SJCEM, and Dr.
Nilesh Deotale, HOD, Computer Engineering, SJCEM. It also focuses on departmental activities, namely SPCA, CSI and ISTE events,Nilesh Deotale, HOD, Computer Engineering, SJCEM. It also focuses on departmental activities, namely SPCA, CSI and ISTE events,Nilesh Deotale, HOD, Computer Engineering, SJCEM. It also focuses on departmental activities, namely SPCA, CSI and ISTE events,
faculty and student achievements, paper publications, placement details, alumni speaks, co-curricular, and extra-curricularfaculty and student achievements, paper publications, placement details, alumni speaks, co-curricular, and extra-curricularfaculty and student achievements, paper publications, placement details, alumni speaks, co-curricular, and extra-curricular
activities…!!activities…!!activities…!!
We have made every effort to capture each and every event that had taken place in A.Y. 2021-22. This wouldn’t have been possibleWe have made every effort to capture each and every event that had taken place in A.Y. 2021-22. This wouldn’t have been possibleWe have made every effort to capture each and every event that had taken place in A.Y. 2021-22. This wouldn’t have been possible
without the constant support and guidance of our HOD, the dedication and timely support of our faculty members, and thewithout the constant support and guidance of our HOD, the dedication and timely support of our faculty members, and thewithout the constant support and guidance of our HOD, the dedication and timely support of our faculty members, and the
voluntary efforts and enthusiasm rendered by COT’s editorial team. We truly hope that the articles and success stories in COT willvoluntary efforts and enthusiasm rendered by COT’s editorial team. We truly hope that the articles and success stories in COT willvoluntary efforts and enthusiasm rendered by COT’s editorial team. We truly hope that the articles and success stories in COT will
inspire our budding engineers to showcase their talents and continue the legacy in the upcoming years!!inspire our budding engineers to showcase their talents and continue the legacy in the upcoming years!!inspire our budding engineers to showcase their talents and continue the legacy in the upcoming years!!   
Wishing you all success and a great academic year ahead.Wishing you all success and a great academic year ahead.Wishing you all success and a great academic year ahead.
Happy Reading!!!Happy Reading!!!Happy Reading!!!

With the dawn of the new beginning of the academic year 2022-23, I am highly gratified to share myWith the dawn of the new beginning of the academic year 2022-23, I am highly gratified to share myWith the dawn of the new beginning of the academic year 2022-23, I am highly gratified to share my
thoughts via the medium of this accelerated timeline of communication.thoughts via the medium of this accelerated timeline of communication.thoughts via the medium of this accelerated timeline of communication.   
TechnologyTechnologyTechnology  is the spectrum of ideas that the technical world comprises, has no limit certainly, rather, it is the spectrum of ideas that the technical world comprises, has no limit certainly, rather, it is the spectrum of ideas that the technical world comprises, has no limit certainly, rather, it
will turn every impossible idea into reality. Currently, technology has spread its wide-range wings intowill turn every impossible idea into reality. Currently, technology has spread its wide-range wings intowill turn every impossible idea into reality. Currently, technology has spread its wide-range wings into
various arenas. The current market has added AI, ML, Blockchain, AR & VR and other innovative trends.various arenas. The current market has added AI, ML, Blockchain, AR & VR and other innovative trends.various arenas. The current market has added AI, ML, Blockchain, AR & VR and other innovative trends.
Department of Computer Engineering at SJCEM, has introduced the budding and aspirants futureDepartment of Computer Engineering at SJCEM, has introduced the budding and aspirants futureDepartment of Computer Engineering at SJCEM, has introduced the budding and aspirants future
engineers with the upgraded innovative technical skills with hands-on training activities to ensure theirengineers with the upgraded innovative technical skills with hands-on training activities to ensure theirengineers with the upgraded innovative technical skills with hands-on training activities to ensure their
holistic development. As far as NEP is concerned, we have applied all possible practical exposuresholistic development. As far as NEP is concerned, we have applied all possible practical exposuresholistic development. As far as NEP is concerned, we have applied all possible practical exposures
along with theoretical applications. This will aid students / learners to analyse and comprehend thealong with theoretical applications. This will aid students / learners to analyse and comprehend thealong with theoretical applications. This will aid students / learners to analyse and comprehend the
cut-throat competition in the market and why there is an urge to walk, align, and tune with currentcut-throat competition in the market and why there is an urge to walk, align, and tune with currentcut-throat competition in the market and why there is an urge to walk, align, and tune with current
required skills.required skills.required skills.   
I sign off with my hearty wishes to the entire team of the vibrant timeline “Chronicles of Techies”.I sign off with my hearty wishes to the entire team of the vibrant timeline “Chronicles of Techies”.I sign off with my hearty wishes to the entire team of the vibrant timeline “Chronicles of Techies”.

Dr. Nilesh Deotale
HOD- Comps. Dept.





Our colleague Mrs. Prajaktee Chaudhari from 
the Department of Computer Engineering,

 SJCEM has left us forever and moved to heavenly
abode, on 06th March 2022. Indeed it was a great

shock to the department as well as the entire SJCEM.
We pray that many happy memories of Prajaktee mam
with all of us will overcome the sadness and pain that

have accompanied us all. Prajaktee mam had
contributed a lot in the department particularly we

remember her dedication towards her students while
teaching. She was a hard-working and sincere faculty
who prepares the documents beforehand related to
her subject and portfolio. As a person, she was really

wonderful and admired by many people because of her  
soft-spoken nature. Although no words can ease the
loss you bear, know you're very close in our thoughts

and prayers. 
Heartfelt condolences on behalf of the entire

Department to Prajaktee mam.

Teachers have three loves: love of learning, love of learners, and the love of bringing the first
two loves together.

Scan to  get
our page

Subscribe
to our

channel

Department Youtube Channel

“Some people come
into our lives, leave
footprints on our
hearts, and we are
never the same."

 

Mrs. Prajaktee Chaudhary

https://coolors.co/f90a1a-f91119-f91818-fa1f17-fa2616-fa2d16-fa3415-fa3b14-fb4213-fb4912
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STUDENTS'STUDENTS'STUDENTS'
ACHIEVEMENTSACHIEVEMENTSACHIEVEMENTS



St. John College of Engineering and
Management (SJCEM), Palghar organized its
first 3-day industrial visit after the pandemic
for B.E. (Computer Engineering) students from
March 31, 2022 to April 02, 2022. The
companies visited were SPCL Infotech Services
Pvt. Ltd. and Arena Animations, which are
situated in Pune, Maharashtra. A total of 54
B.E. (Computer Engineering) students were a
part of the industrial visit. Mr. Vivian Lobo and
Mrs. Vidya Kawtikwar from Computer
Engineering were the faculty co-ordinators
who accompanied 54 students.

Departmental Advisory Board (DAB) 

Teachers have three loves: love of learning, love of learners, and the love of bringing the first
two loves together.

https://coolors.co/f90a1a-f91119-f91818-fa1f17-fa2616-fa2d16-fa3415-fa3b14-fb4213-fb4912


"Teachers have three loves: love of learning, love of learners, and the love of bringing the first
two loves together."

FACULTYFACULTY
ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES

https://coolors.co/f90a1a-f91119-f91818-fa1f17-fa2616-fa2d16-fa3415-fa3b14-fb4213-fb4912


SIH 2022

 WINNERS & FINALISTS

Your hard work and perseverance have paid off. Congratulations.

HANDS-ON IoT

https://coolors.co/f90a1a-f91119-f91818-fa1f17-fa2616-fa2d16-fa3415-fa3b14-fb4213-fb4912




ML FDPML FDPML FDP
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“Congratulations on your well-deserved success! You’re an inspiration!”

https://coolors.co/f90a1a-f91119-f91818-fa1f17-fa2616-fa2d16-fa3415-fa3b14-fb4213-fb4912


Vision

Mission

Sophisticated and Perpetual Coders Association (SPCA) came into existence in 2020 by the
initiative of a group of students and faculty members of Department of Computer
Engineering. During the period of the global pandemic when academic and curricular
activities were on a hold, Prof. Vivian Lobo, Prof. Angelin Florence A, Prof. Jisha Tinsu
(Assistant Professors | Faculty Co-ordinators of SPCA), and Mr. Jayesh Patil (Student | B.E.
COMPS) with the guidance and support of Dr. Rahul Khokale (HOD) and Dr. G. V. Mulgund
(Principal, SJCEM) established SPCA on the strong foundation of it’s able core committee.
SPCA works for a common goal, i.e., to converge all students under the shield of
Department of Computer Engineering irrespective of domains they choose to excel in, and
this can only be accomplished if there is a common factor that will hone their existing
knowledge in a particular field/domain and enhance it even more.

Sophisticated and Perpetual Coders Association [SPCA]

To convalesce students' skill sets and social values by
sharpening their existing knowledge in various domains of
Computer Engineering.

To offer opportunities that enrich knowledge and boost 

To provide moral support and a base for nurturing career skills.
To disseminate empowerment through the conduction of 

                confidence  in extracurricular activities.

               numerous workshops and seminars.

SPCA INSTAGRAM SPCA WEBSITE 

“It has become appallingly obvious that our technology has exceeded our humanity.”

https://coolors.co/f90a1a-f91119-f91818-fa1f17-fa2616-fa2d16-fa3415-fa3b14-fb4213-fb4912


SPCASPCASPCA   
EVENTSEVENTSEVENTS

Many more to come...

 “The achievements of an organization are the results of the combined effort
 of each individual.”

https://coolors.co/f90a1a-f91119-f91818-fa1f17-fa2616-fa2d16-fa3415-fa3b14-fb4213-fb4912
https://coolors.co/f90a1a-f91119-f91818-fa1f17-fa2616-fa2d16-fa3415-fa3b14-fb4213-fb4912
https://coolors.co/f90a1a-f91119-f91818-fa1f17-fa2616-fa2d16-fa3415-fa3b14-fb4213-fb4912
https://coolors.co/f90a1a-f91119-f91818-fa1f17-fa2616-fa2d16-fa3415-fa3b14-fb4213-fb4912


CYBER SECURITY & LAWS
~  M S .  S A V I T A  D A D H W A L

CSICSICSI
EVENTSEVENTSEVENTS

DEEP-LEARNING
~  D r .  v i n a y a k  a .  b h a r a d i

NAVIGATING CAREERS
~  M R .  D A R S H A N  S A V A L I A



Mr. Vivian Lobo,
Mr. Vivian Lobo,
Mr. Vivian Lobo,Ms. Shraddha More,

Ms. Shraddha More,
Ms. Shraddha More,Published a book entitled "Web Application

Published a book entitled "Web Application

Published a book entitled "Web Application
Development" ISBN No: 978-935-583-1088

Development" ISBN No: 978-935-583-1088

Development" ISBN No: 978-935-583-1088

The Art of Writing Research Paper

The Art of Writing Research Paper

The Art of Writing Research Paper

Mr. Vivian Lobo,

Mr. Vivian Lobo,

Mr. Vivian Lobo,

Ms. Shraddha More,

Ms. Shraddha More,

Ms. Shraddha More,

Mr. Ronald Laban

Mr. Ronald Laban

Mr. Ronald Laban

Published a book entitled "BlockChain"

Published a book entitled "BlockChain"

Published a book entitled "BlockChain"    

ISBN No: 978-93-5583-121-7

ISBN No: 978-93-5583-121-7

ISBN No: 978-93-5583-121-7
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~Dr. Suvarna Shirke

~Dr. Suvarna Shirke

~Dr. Suvarna Shirke



Perfection is not attainable, but if we chase perfectio
n we can catch excellence.”

 

 Mr. Vivian Lobo

Successfully completed Ph.D. (Technology)
‘Course Work’ with a Semester Performance
Index (SPI) of 10 (First Class with Distinction) at
Thadomal Shahani Engineering College
(Research Center) under University of Mumbai
from July 2021 to February 2022.
Completed a Course on AICTE ATAL on Research
Methodology and Optimization Techniques
Completed a Course on AICTE ATAL approved
FDP on Introduction to Research
Completed a Course on AICTE-ISTE sponsored
Online Refresher Program on Cyber Security
and Ethical Hacking.

Completed a course on Big Data and
Analytics
Participated in an STTP on Exploring
Machine Learning and Deep Learning
Algorithms for Natural Language
Processing (NLP) Applications.

Attended a Hands-on training Session on
Ouriginal (Urkund) as an Anti-Plagiarism
Tool
Attended a Session onNew Education Policy
(NEP)

Dr. Nilesh Deotale

Mrs. Aditi Raut

Successfully received 01 ‘Outhouse Project’
from ShubhChintak Technology Pvt. Ltd.
Attended HIV/AIDS Awareness Programme.

Mr. Ajay Sirsat Completed a Course on AICTE-ISTE sponsored
Online Refresher Program on Cyber Security
and Ethical Hacking.

Mrs. Jisha Tinsu

Attended a Hands-on training Session on
Ouriginal (Urkund) as an Anti-Plagiarism Tool.
Participated in IEEE Teachers Congress.

Mr. Sunny Sall

FACULTYFACULTYFACULTY
ACTIVITIESACTIVITIESACTIVITIES

Attended an FDP on Electronics in AI and ML
Attended an FDP on Recent Advancements
in ML & AI

Mrs. Vidya Kawtikwar

https://coolors.co/f90a1a-f91119-f91818-fa1f17-fa2616-fa2d16-fa3415-fa3b14-fb4213-fb4912
https://coolors.co/f90a1a-f91119-f91818-fa1f17-fa2616-fa2d16-fa3415-fa3b14-fb4213-fb4912




         Mr. Pratik Pathak                Ms. Saujanya Shetty                 Ms.Ankita Mondal

        Mr.Chirag Patil            Ms.Ankita Yadav

 
 

                  Mr.Harshal Chavan

          Mr.Vivek Pandey              Ms.Payal Nandre               Mr.Matlup Ali Mir

T.E.

B.E.B.E.

S.E.S.E.

T.E.T.E.

S.E.

STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS

Oracle
Application
Express 18
Developer

Certified
Professional.

Certificate of
Bootcamp on

Python and
ML by

ShapeAI.

B.E.

Project Oriented
Winter Training

Program on
“Android App

Development”.
 

 Programming  

for Everybody

(Getting

Started with

Python).

 

HTML & CSS
Course By

Progate

 Certificate for
"Cyber Security :

Individual,
Technology & 

Research
Trends”

 

The full stack
Development

IN MERN

Programming
Foundations

with
JavaScript,

HTML
and CSS

 

C for
Everyone:

Programming
Fundamentals

 “Everyone's dream can come true if you just stick to it and work hard.” 
.

https://coolors.co/f90a1a-f91119-f91818-fa1f17-fa2616-fa2d16-fa3415-fa3b14-fb4213-fb4912
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Viraj Nagvekar (S.E):
Certificates on AI for ALL
Badges

Chirag Patil (T.E):
Certificate for Designing
NEWSLETTER OF COT

STUDENTS CERTIFICATIONS

Purva Patil (B.E): 
Certification in Introduction to
Cybersecurity 

Chirag Sharma (B.E): 
AWS Certified Cloud
Practitioner certificate

Ankita Mondal (B.E):
Data Science Training -
Certificate of Completion

Kunal Dalvi (B.E):
Certificate of participation in
Vedic Maths Basic Level

 “Obstacles can’t stop you. Problems can’t stop you. Most of all, other people can’t stop you.
Only you can stop you.” 

Jeet Patil (T.E):
Certificate on Django workshop

Bhakti Bailurkar (T.E):
Coursera UX Design Process2
Certificates

Sonia Sharma (T.E):
Certificate of  Developing
Innovative React-Native

Harshal Chavan (T.E):
Certificate for "Cyber
Security" 

Prachi Kulkarni (S.E):
Certificates on Introduction to
serverless Computing 

Pauras Raut (S.E):
Foundations: Data Everywhere  
coursera certificate

Aman Jha (S.E):
The Internet of Things (IOT):
2021 Certification

Ninad Rane(S.E):
Certificate for student
induction program
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B.E. T.E. S.E.

T O P  B . E .  P R O J E C T S

Pratiksha Laldas
CGPA : 9.77

Shreyash Singh
CGPA : 9.49

Krutik Patel
CGPA : 9.50

Santosh Indulkar
CGPA : 9.81

Tanaya Patil
CGPA : 9.33

Rahil Shaikh
CGPA : 9.29

Nirmit Patil
CGPA : 9.88

Khumarya Rana
CGPA : 9.94

Payal Nandre
CGPA : 9.81

Project Title: FURNIT AR: Augmented Reality Interior Design Store and Application
Project Guide: Dr. Nilesh Deotale
Group Members:  Allen Famy, Saurabh Jagadale, Daniel Karunanidhi
Abstract:
Furniture is something that fills the house more than people, it gives you sound sleep, support when you
are back home tired from work. When you are out there purchasing furniture for yourself or your loved
ones, you always want something that looks appealing and is of the best quality as well . Purchasing
something without a trial is a very common mistake that you encounter in the traditional method. But
with FURNIT AR: AUGMENTED REALITY INTERIOR DESIGN STORE AND APPLICATION and with the help of
Augmented Reality you can try things virtually before making any move. 

Project Title: Mental Health and Personality Determination using Machine Learning
Project Guide: Mrs. Jisha Tinsu
Group Members: Jui Dileep Patil, Kimaya Atul Raut, Siddhi Santosh Wade
Abstract:
With the increasing popularity of social media, a slew of new ways for determining a user's mentality
based on their social activities and language usage habits have arisen. In recent years, social
networking sites such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram have become some of the most popular
internet destinations. Different methodologies are required for different machine learning methods,
data sources, and feature sets. The purpose of this project is to use Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram
comments to identify a person's mental health and personality. To evaluate and compare several
models for mental health and personality prediction, the predicted accuracy shows that the XGBoost
classifier gives the best accuracy of 69 percent for personality prediction and predicts 16 distinct
personality types across four axes, even when tested on the same dataset. Introversion (I) –
Extroversion (E), Intuition (N) – Sensing (S), Thinking (T) – Feeling (F), Judging (J) – Perceiving (P),
whereas Logistic Regression predicts mental health with the maximum accuracy of 87 percent. 

“Success doesn’t come to you, you’ve got to go to it.

D E P A R T M E N T
T O P P E R S

mailto:nileshd@sjcem.edu.in
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T O P  T . E .  P R O J E C T S

Project Title: A Real-Time Traffic Sign Detection and Recognition System using
Deep Learning
Project Guide: Mr. Vivian Lobo
Group Members: Neel Bhatt, Pratiksha Laldas
Abstract: 
We simplify almost everything in our lives today by automating tasks. When driving, we often miss
signs on the side of a road because our attention is focused on the road. This is hazardous to us and to
people around us. If a driver is alerted without having to shift his/her attention, then this problem can
be avoided. Traffic sign detection and recognition (TSDR) plays a major role in this as it detects and
recognizes traffic signs, thereby alerting a driver if any traffic signs are approaching. By doing so,
besides the safety on road being ensured, the driver will feel more relaxed when navigating tricky or
unfamiliar roads. Oftentimes, it is difficult to comprehend signs and other warnings. Using this
approach, drivers will not have to struggle with translating signs. This study aims to propose a model
for TSRD using deep learning wherein convolutional neural networks are used for recognizing traffic
signs using a hybrid dataset that comprises a German traffic sign recognition benchmark dataset
from Kaggle and a self-created Indian traffic sign dataset. In addition, the proposed model is trained
on both datasets individually so that the output from the proposed model can be compared with the
output of existing models. Experimental results revealed that the proposed model attained an
accuracy of 95.45% for hybrid datasets and for the Indian dataset alone 91.08%, whereas for the
German dataset alone, accuracy yielded was 99.85%.

Project Title: E-Healthcare Consultant: Web and Mobile Applications using
Machine Learning
Project Guide: Mrs. Vidya Kawtikwar
Group Members: Swaraj Patil, Omkar Nikam, Aniket Raut, Suryakrishnan Nair
Abstract:
E-Healthcare is an online Web and Mobile Application where doctors, hospitals do the task of
providing online information regarding diseases to the patients. In this app, doctors/hospitals upload
diseases, symptoms/disease, pairs of symptoms, actual diagnosis with treatment and diet control.
Treatment can be done by selecting symptoms or a pair of symptoms age wise. After payment is done,
he/she gets a prescription along with the list of medical stores then by selecting appropriate nearby
medical store Patients get home delivery of medicines. The users can also track their information
regarding the medicines and problems faced by them. Also, it satisfies the services needed to the
society. The service can be accessible on any Phone/Tablet by installing the app.

Project Title: SharpShot: Multiplayer game for Android using Unreal Engine
Project Guide: Ms. Priti Rumao
Group Members: Omkar Parekh, Siddhesh Kondaskar, Yashar Shaikh, Neha Shende
Abstract:
SharpShot will be a 3D MULTIPLAYER FPS game which will be designed exclusively for android devices,
featuring competitive combat with a cyberpunk style environment. The outcome of this game will be
determined by the player’s own skill and strategy set, offering no ‘PAY-TOWIN’ format. The game will
be freely available on android devices. Players will be provided with the option to choose from various
classes like Attacker, Long range, Defense and medic (Classes name is subject to change in future).
Each class will have unique weapon loadout and perks. Each character will have unique abilities which
the player can use to change the course of the battle. The map of this will be featuring Japanese style
cyberpunk environment with all assets and environmental particle having a neon tint, providing equal
advantage for all character and futuristic styled character consisting of 6 different classes with each
character having classes advantage along with each character having their own unique abilities
ranging from grappling hook, to area restricted healing effect (mentioned abilities are just for
understanding purpose). Each match will be of 5 rounds where the team with the highest winning
score wins the game.

Only those who dare to fail greatly can ever achieve greatly.”
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Project Title: Chi Square Test Calculator
Project Guide: Mrs. Rashmi Bhat
Group Members: Vivek Pandey, Chris D’souza, Parth Babre, Smith Pereira
Abstract:
Emotion is an instinctive or intuitive feeling which is distinguished from reasoning or knowledge, it is a strong
feeling derived from one’s circumstance or surroundings. The Chi-square statistic is a non-parametric
(distribution free) tool designed to analyse group differences when the dependent variable is measured at a
nominal level. Like all nonparametric statistics, the Chi-square is robust with respect to the distribution of the
data. Specifically, it does not require equality of variances among the study groups or homoscedasticity in the
data. It permits evaluation of both dichotomous independent variables, and of multiple group studies. Unlike
many other non-parametric and some parametric statistics, the calculations needed to compute the Chi-
square provide considerable information about how each of the groups performed in the study. This richness of
detail allows the researcher to understand the results and thus to derive more detailed information from this
statistic than from many others.

T O P  S . E .  P R O J E C T S

Project Title: Alumni Portal for SJCEM
Project Guide: Mrs. Aditi Raut
Group Members: Jeet Patil, Dishant Tare, Abhinav Rawat, Yash Patil
Abstract:
Current methods for keeping track of alumni and keeping up-to-date with their professional lives are inefficient
and time-consuming as the maintainer has to update the alumni portfolio and also keep in touch with them
manually. A web based Alumni Portal could solve this problem and also introduce several beneficial features.
The portal can provide a central repository to store alumni data. Such a system will also help in student-alumni
interactions which will allow the alumni to be actively involved in institutional activities and establish a vital long-
term relationship, allowing the alumni to give back to their institution. Alumni can be allowed to create posts
which contain job or internship opportunities or to just communicate with the students. The students will be
able to communicate with the alumni via commenting on their posts. All verified users can know about alumni
and their achievements via looking at their profiles. The alumni will be allowed to update their profiles, reducing
the workload of system maintainers. The system can also have one or more administrators to ensure proper
conduct on the platform, to verify alumni registrations, to manage all the users, to moderate the platform and
perform other administrative tasks. The system can be designed to be low on resources and costs and have low
maintenance needs.

Project Title: Distance Measuring Device using Ultrasonic Sensor and Arduino
Project Guide: Mrs. Abira Banik
Group Members: Khumarya Yogesh Rana, Krish Pankaj Patel, Aayush Ninad Wade, Durgesh
Tiwari
Abstract:
With the advent of technology in the 21st century, industries have expanded and improved, bringing advanced
tools with higher precision and accuracy than traditional tools. The use of traditional tools is often associated
with more injuries. A measuring tape isn't always precise, reliable, or accurate at measuring distance. Our study
aims at creating a device for measuring distance accurately using an Ultrasonic sensor, Arduino, and LCD
display. The ultrasonic sensor uses the reflection of sound in obtaining the time between the wave sent and the
wave received. It usually sends a wave at the transmission terminal and receives the reflected waves. The time
taken is used together with the normal speed of sound in air (340ms-1) to determine the distance between the
sensor and the obstacle.

Success is a ladder that cannot be climbed with your hands in your pocket.

Project Title: Map for Divyang
Project Guide: Mr. Sunny Sall
Group Members: Chanchal Thanvi, Neha Naik, Ketki Modak, Purva Patil
Abstract:
People with disabilities face many barriers and obstacles in their daily lives, making it difficult to perform
everyday tasks. The purpose of this work is to improve their living conditions by providing an app with
accessibility information in an updated, reliable and friendly form.
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PLACEMENTS

“Doing the best at this moment puts you in the best place 
for the next moment.” 
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It has become appallingly obvious that our technology has exceeded our humanity

TE-B

TE-B

Utkarsha Kasar

Samiksha Raul
BE-B

Domain: Research 
Duration: 21 days

Vishakha Prajapati

Domain: Development 
Duration: 3 months

BE-ABE-A

SE-A BE-A

TE-B

BE-B

Duration: 1 month

Sony Kurian

Domain:  Development 
Duration: 3 months

Yash Chaudhary 
Vision IAS , S.B.F

Duration: 1 month

Disha Tamore

Domain: Data Analysis
Duration: 1 month

Prachi Kulkarni
StudioVity

Duration: 2 months

BE-A

Chirag Patil
 Let's grow more

Prashant Shukla 

Duration: 1 month and 18 days

TE-B

Bhabha Atomic Research Center

BE-A
Riddhi Patil

Domain: Testing
Infuzex Ventures

Xovex It International HEPTA Agency

Domain:  Campus ambassador
TATA STEEL 

Domain:  Digital Marketing
TATA STEEL 

Domain: Data Analysis
Duration: 1 month

Retail investors
Domain: Full stack php developer Domain: Web Development 

Duration: 1 month

INTERNSHIPSINTERNSHIPS
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Mr. Jayesh Dhuri, B.E

Poetry is reflection of feeling that you
can't express

हातावर रंगले�या मेहंद� म�य ेजण,ू इं�धनु�याच ेरंग सापडतात.
तु�या या �ेमात मला मा�या आयु�याच े�वर सापडतात.
का�या आभाळात �भडले�या चं�ाची चांदणी जशी, 

तु�यासोबत अस�यान ेमला अंधारात ही माग� सापडतात. 
 Mr. Ishan Lokhande, B.E

Mrs. Angelin Florence A, Asst. Prof.

POETRIES



      Ms. Juilee KiniB.E

    Mr. Swaraj PatilB.E

       Ms. Poorva TalekarT.E

       Mr.Yash SankheB.E

   Mr. Yash PatilB.E

    Mrs. Pooja Patil  Asst.
Prof.       Mr. Jugal PrajapatiT.E

Art and love are the same thing: It’s the process of seeing yourself in things that are not you.

ART WORKSART WORKS
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       Ms. Rutuja AbhangB.E

      Mrs. Angelin Florence A

       Mr. Omkar NikamB.E

      T.E

       Mr. Vikrant Gharat   T.E

      Ms. Anushka WaghB.E

Asst.
Prof.

Art and love are the same thing: It’s the process of seeing yourself in things that are not
you.

     Mr. Ninad Rane

ART WORKSART WORKS
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1) How long have you been working at the SJCEM?
           3 years.
2) What gives you the motivation to wake up each day and come to
college?
           A sense of responsibility gives me motivation for it.
3) What’s the weirdest/funniest rumour that students spread about
you?
          That I am strict.
4) What’s the funniest nickname that students have ever given to you?
          Daya, from CID.
5) What is your proudest moment so far?
          Each student that passes and gets placed is the proudest 
      moment for me and their parents.

1)How long have you been working at the SJCEM?
         3 years.
2)Have you ever sent someone out of your class? why?
         Yes, because students were disturbing the discipline of the 
       class.
3)What is the best gesture a student has ever done to you?
        Even after 3 years of passing out, one of my student is in 
      touch with me and taking guidance for his career.
4)Do you share your lunch box with your best friends?
        Yes, daily.
5)What gives you the motivation to wake up each day and come to
college?
        Enthusiasm to share knowledge with students.

Mr. Ajay Sirsat

Mr. Sunny Sall
 

Mrs. Rashmi Bhat
 

Mrs. Manali Patekar
 

It is better in prayer to have a heart without words than words without heart.

1)How long have you been working at the SJCEM?
      5 years.
2)Who is your best friend on campus?
     All are my good friends.
3)Do you share your lunch box with your best friends?
     Yes, always.
4)What gives you the motivation to wake up each day and come to
college?
     Responsibility, Placement drives, and lectures.
5)What will be your proudest moment?
    All students get at least one offer letter.

1)How long have you been working at the SJCEM?
            9 years. 
2)Have you ever sent someone out of your class? why?
      No, I personally don’t like to send students out. If they are
disturbing I warn them and even if they aren’t listening then I give them
punishments in the form of writing assignments or solving examples.
3)What is the best gesture a student has ever done to you?
    Even after getting passout, students stay in touch and show their
willingness to meet.
4)Do you share your lunch box with your best friends?
       Yes, I love to share my lunch box with my friends.
5)What gives you the motivation to wake up each day and come to
college?
      The love and affection towards students and sharing knowledge
with them.




